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Abstract— The complexity of mechatronic systems in general and
their control software in particular keeps increasing. For years
already, model-based development promises to ease a lot of the
challenges in the development of mechatronic machine
controllers. Still, its adoption by machine builder companies often
remains limited to the algorithmic part of the controller, typically
using tools such as Mathworks® Simulink®.
This paper explains how model-based development can support
other aspects of a mechatronic controller (such as its
componentization) and how machine builders can adopt the
required techniques. We present some trends observed in
industrial use cases, the trade-offs the software architects are
facing and the issues they have experienced. Although no silver
bullet exists, some valuable guidelines are provided for
developing a model-based software development strategy.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The power and flexibility of software enables the
development of countless machine features. While software’s
flexibility is a significant strength, it is also a fearsome enemy.
Software becomes complex, difficult to manage and error
prone. For some aspects of machine controller software, modelbased development has come to the rescue. For example the
control algorithms contained in controllers are well covered by
tools such as Mathworks® Simulink® [1]. Two major qualities
of such a tool are key to its success. First, the tool offers
concepts on a higher abstraction level than the traditional
software concepts for implementing them. This way, the control
designer can reason at that higher level, less disturbed by the
details of lower abstraction levels. Second, the created models
become part of the mechatronic product by generating code
from them. This distinguishes them from other model kinds
used for analysis (e.g. UML use cases [2]) or simulation (e.g.
Modelica physical modeling [3]), which add good value during
other phases or branches of the system engineering life cycle.
Unfortunately, considering the investigated industrial cases,
the advantages of model-based development didn’t penetrate
far beyond the control algorithms. Numerous other aspects of
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the software of a modern machine controller, such as
configuration, safety, variability, error handling and security
are still satisfied by manual coding, although model-based
methodologies exist [4], [5], [6] and have proven valuable [7].
The paper’s purpose is to explain the lessons learned during
the introduction of model-based techniques in the controller
software development of small-sized machine builders. For the
sake of clarity, the aspect of componentization of machine
controller software is used as an example throughout the paper.
It is shown that the automotive standard Autosar [10] is a
valuable source of inspiration for machine controller
components (II) and that customization benefits from formal
metamodeling (III). Next, the paper discusses machine
builders’ challenges to create and maintain custom tooling (IV)
in particular model editors (V) and model exploitation (VI).
Several drivers for cost and value specific to the machine
builders were observed and are listed in (VII). The paper
concludes that textual model editors or UML profiles based on
formal metamodels are the only viable alternatives for smallsized machine builders (VIII). It finally suggests future work
(IX) in the direction of AutoSAR-alike standard architectures
and tooling for machine controllers.
AUTOSAR AS A COMPONENT FRAMEWORK FOR
MACHINE CONTROLLERS?
To support the aspect of reuse, software developers often
use the technique of modularization or more specifically,
componentization [8]. Components can be individually
designed, developed and tested. Later, they can be reused in
different configurations, each with a different selection of
components or with different connections between them. As
such, they are key building blocks for the reliable production of
machine variants or full product lines.
II.

Contrary to the availability of component frameworks for
desktop software [9] or in the automotive industry with
AutoSAR [10], there is no real standard component framework
for the machine builder industry. Since machine building is

technologically close to the automotive industry, it could seem
a safe bet to go for a mature automotive industry standard.
Unfortunately, machine builders – typically having way
smaller production volumes and development teams than the
automotive industry – usually consider this standard too broad
for them. Adopting AutoSAR would force them into a steep
learning curve. The standard covers many more features than
they need and requires AutoSAR compliant tools and hardware.
For example, machine builders often only use one controller per
machine. In that case, AutoSAR’s features for inter ECU
communication are superfluous. AutoSAR compliant tools
enforce rules that enable the easy switching of suppliers of
subparts. Such rules limit the machine builder’s freedom
without the benefits for which they are created.
Yet, these observations do not invalidate AutoSAR’s
component framework. Being mature and industry proven it
can be treated as a valuable source of inspiration for the
component frameworks of a machine controller, next to other
more generic frameworks like Orocos [11] and parts of
CORBA [12].
III. FORMAL METAMODELING
Since no component standard exists for machine builders,
the architect needs to thoroughly analyze the company’s needs
and constraints. It is good practice to adhere to well proven
frameworks and carefully determine where deviations are
required. Those important analysis and scoping decisions need
to be taken and documented in a clear and unambiguous way.
This could be achieved in some textual document, but formal
metamodeling invaluably contributes to the efficiency and
effectiveness of this process.
Although the need for metamodeling is not specific to the
machine builder domain, the complexity of this domain is an
additional motivation for a formal approach. Unfortunately, the
metamodeling technique and the corresponding languages such
as MOF (Meta Object Facility) [13], Eclipse Ecore [14] and
some proprietary ones all originate from the software world,
which is not the background of most mechatronic engineers.
A fragment of a simplified metamodel for components is
shown in Figure 1. Such a metamodel clearly describes all the
concepts that occur in a domain. For each concept, it describes
attributes and relationships. Additional constraints, not directly
expressed in the metamodel, can be captured in notes or in
formal constraints (e.g. using OCL [15]).
The creation of a formal metamodel helps in multiple ways.
•

Clarity – During discussions between team members, it
leaves limited room for interpretation.

•

Verification – Because of its strict semantics, a
metamodel can be verified. Creating instances quickly
proofs whether the metamodel matches the needs.

•

Solid base – Next steps build on the formal metamodel.
If well integrated with the metamodel, the next steps
can automatically respect the rules defined in the
metamodel. Skipping the formal metamodel altogether,
causes a vague distribution of domain knowledge over
the next steps, as will be indicated later.

Figure 1. A fragment of a simplified metamodel for components. It shows
ComponentTypes that can own requester ports (RPort) and provider ports
(PPort). Additionally it supports component nesting and connectors.

When machine builders enter the world of modeling, the
apparent ease of widely used UML diagrams and the flexibility
of profiling cause modelers to immediately think of a UML
profile as a way to express their formal metamodel.
Unfortunately, the following UML profiling pitfalls then seem
commonly neglected:
1)

A profile is not a metamodel

There is a gap between the expressiveness of a metamodel
and of a profile. OMG states “A profile is a restricted form of
metamodel that can be used to extend UML.” (from the chapter
on Profiles in [2]). An example of such a restriction concerns
composition. While a metamodel knows the frequently used
concept of composition, profiles can’t handle composition
between stereotypes. If both Car and Wheel are stereotypes
extending the MetaClass Class, a profile has no native way to
state that a Car is composed of four Wheels. OCL or tool
specific configuration would be required.
In fact, a profile could be better considered as a mapping of
a real metamodel to UML concepts. In that sense it would be
advantageous if profiled elements would be automatically
consistent with the underlying metamodel. In most cases, a
profile does not have such an automatically maintained link, but
is manually crafted to match metamodel concepts. Creating this
mapping and primarily maintaining it, causes additional effort
and risk for inconsistencies. Some decent approaches exist [23],
[24], [25] but have no broad adoption.
2)

The desired metamodel is not UML’s metamodel

The desired domain is not necessarily close to UML. Since
UML knows components, the example about components
introduced above seems close to how UML defines
components, but even then some care should be taken. A profile
can add some concepts to UML, but cannot conflict with UML.
Once a domain defines some extension that is not allowed
according to UML, a profiled UML editor will flag it as an

error. The editor should not allow any violation of the UML
rules and most of them enforce this.
Additionally, a profile has only limited abilities in reducing
the UML complexity. Sure some elements can be left out, but
the definition depth usually remains. A profile cannot allow the
user to skip the construction of intermediate model elements
that do not match any domain concepts. It forces the user to
create them anyway, adding unnecessary complexity. Some
proprietary tool customization allow to work around this to
some extent.
So as a conclusion, in all executed industrial cases it seemed
optimal to define the domain formally in an independent
metamodel, not limited to just a UML profile.
IV.

A. Custom textual syntax
Good tools to develop textual model editors exist. Xtext
[17] for example has a perfect integration with Ecore
metamodels and a reasonable learning curve, also for quite
advanced features. Additionally, a textual syntax has the
advantage of being quite manageable in the face of metamodel
evolution, model comparison and versioning. Since all stored
models are text files, generic text processing tools or lightweight scripts can be used to apply small changes to the models.
Textual editors support the user with features such as syntax
highlighting, code completion, context sensitive help, and fast
model navigation to referenced elements.

TOOLING FOR COMPONENT MODELING

To support the model-based development, the product
developer needs tools that allow him to create, update and use
the models.
For machine builders, this poses a next important challenge.
Most of them do not want to produce custom tools and they
have valid reasons for this attitude. Machine builders produce
machines, not software development tools. Because of their
typically small software development teams, it can be
challenging to acquire the skills to create such tools,
maintaining those skills and maintaining the tools themselves.
A custom tool is by definition a significant cost.
On the other hand, a dedicated tool also returns value,
typically by reducing development time and bugs and
increasing clarity and adherence to company standards. The
question therefore is not whether to create a tool. The question
is rather how to optimize the balance between a tool’s value and
its cost (VII).

Figure 2. Example of composite component defined with a textual syntax.
(Figure 3. shows the same concepts in a graphical syntax.)

B. Custom graphical syntax

Different kinds of tools are required to support the
consecutive steps of the model-based development chain. The
following sections highlight some of them and their usability
for machine builders.
V.

MODEL EDITORS

As mentioned above, a component metamodel indicates that
there exists such a thing as a “Component” and that it can have
“Ports”, a product developer can use the model editor to make
any number of these “Components” and give them the “Ports”
he needs.
A big part of the value of such a model editor comes from
the fact that it enforces the metamodel. The metamodel defines
what is a valid model and what not. While the metamodel
defines the concepts (their semantics), it doesn’t define how
these concepts should be represented (their syntax).
Components could be represented textually, somewhat like
classes in C++. Alternatively, they could be drawn graphically,
similar to UML diagrams. The choice between textual and
graphical syntax needs to be made.
Whatever syntax is chosen, creating a model editor is quite
some work, but some differences exist. Below, a quick
overview of today’s options followed by model editor
conclusions and guidelines observed in the industrial cases.

Figure 3. Example of a composite component defined with a graphical
syntax. (Figure 2. shows its textual counterpart.)

For representing relations between parts (e.g. associations
between the created components), diagrams often win from
textual descriptions. Unfortunately, graphics are inherently
more complex in their representation, hence developing a
graphical model editor is more complex. Tools like Sirius [18]
aspire to make the creation of a graphical model editor easier,
but currently available tools like GEF [19] or GMF [20] have a
steep learning curve.
C. UML profile as graphical syntax
Because of the ubiquity of UML as a modeling language for
software systems and because of the availability of decent
graphical editors for UML, it is often considered as a first
choice to graphically edit domain specific models. As stated
above, the UML standard defines how profiles can be used to

customize UML models and most UML editors provide a way
to define and use such profiles [2].

interface and a graphical syntax to define relations between
components.

Although profiling is a mature and valuable technique [21],
there are some risks. Without much of a thought, companies
seem to be choosing for UML (profiled or not) as a graphical
editor, directly representing their domain knowledge, skipping
the formal metamodeling step. When it becomes apparent that
UML cannot capture an aspect of the domain, the domain
knowledge is captured in naming conventions or by using
specific UML features for other than their intended purpose or
even by delaying corresponding aspects to the code generation
phase. Such inconsiderate use of UML defeats clarity, increases
the cost of the next steps in the model-based workflow, and
causes maintenance issues.

As long as the model editors produce instances of the same
metamodel, this approach is feasible. Once different
metamodels come into play, cross editor referencing becomes
more difficult. This is quite a common scenario for machine
builders. Traditionally, machine controller software is often
coded in C/C++ and frequently Simulink® is used for the
control algorithms. So, whatever model-based strategy is
adopted, the introduced metamodel will need to integrate with
the metamodel of C++ and Simulink®. Similarly, if a UML
profile is used as a graphical editor covering a part of the
metamodel, UML’s metamodel comes into play, causing the
need for potentially challenging transformations or
synchronizations.

D. Model editor guidelines
Given all those possibilities, choosing the right model editor
strategy is a difficult choice in the development of a modelbased strategy. Based on the elements discussed above, the
following guidelines proved useful in the industrial use cases.
1) Metamodel and model editor should be strongly linked
When creating a model editor, one could consider the
metamodel as a kind of requirements document and manually
code the editor to comply with that metamodel. Unfortunately,
this causes an important amount of additional development and
maintenance effort. By preference, the conformance of the
model editor to its metamodel is automatic. While this is
possible with custom textual and graphical editors, UML
profiles typically do not support a hard link with a metamodel.
2) Textual editors have a good cost-benefit ratio
Most software development teams of mechatronics
companies are small and tool development is not their core
business. They hesitate to acquire and maintain significant
knowledge that is not directly related to product development.
This is one of the reasons why only textual editors are
realistically feasible, given their relatively low complexity.

Graphical tool development can be initiated by specialized
external consultants, but the future maintenance effort of a
graphical tool still makes this option uncomfortable. The higher
cost of this development and maintenance is only acceptable in
case bigger groups of product developers benefit from the
tooling. Since the focused machine builders have small
development teams, the leverage is often too limited.

VI.

EXPLOITING MODELS

Once the product developer created models, he needs to
exploit them. One obvious exploitation is code generation.
Other exploitations can be thought of, such as additional model
validations and transformations to or from other tools for the
sake of interoperability.
The focus of this paper is on models that do not merely
describe the product, but that become part of a product. For this
reason, the models need to be integrated with other parts of the
product. This is commonly achieved by converting the models
into the same programming language as the one in which the
other parts of the product are developed. For machine
controllers this is usually C or C++. For years already, the
complexity and flexibility of C and C++ are reasons to adopt
coding guidelines such as MISRA C/C++ [22] in addition to
company coding standards. Code generation helps enforcing
these, since for the code generated by the code generator, only
the code generator needs to respect the guidelines, thereby
automatically emitting conforming code.
In case of machine component models, the model typically
does not cover the component’s internal behavior. The
component’s functionality could be implemented in C or C++
or generated from models created by Simulink®. Figure 4.
shows the component case where the generated code covers
aspects such as the wiring between the components, interfacing
towards the component framework, framework configuration
and interfacing towards the component’s internals.

3) Textual editors are good for prototyping
Because of their relative ease of development, textual
editors prove valuable during the analysis and validation of the
metamodel. Creating instances early in the process allows team
members to better understand the consequence of the decisions
taken in the metamodel. This approach is also followed in
Example Driven Modeling [17], [18].
4) A mix of editors can be optimal
As indicated above, several kinds of model editors exist and
none of them is a perfect fit for all cases. Sometimes the choice
is even different for different parts of one metamodel. Referring
back to the example of a component metamodel, one could
prefer a textual syntax for the definition of the component

Figure 4. In the component modeling example, the generated code covers
the framework, the wiring between the components and the component
interfaces. It glues the components’ internal behaviour to the framework.

Several guidelines allow for lowering the code generator
development and maintenance cost.
A. Accidental complexity of the metamodel
The code generator converts instances of the metamodel to
executable code. Ideally, the metamodel is well-defined and
pure. Unfortunately, a metamodel usually is not completely
pure [16]. Moreover, sometimes UML is used because of its
convenience as a graphical editor. In such a case, the inherent
complexity of UML does in no way contribute to the value of
the metamodel and therefore adds quite some accidental
complexity [28]. The code generator now needs to browse the
full UML structure, while in fact it is only interested in those
pieces that relate to the underlying pure metamodel. Profiled
UML makes this task even harder.

As an example of this added complexity, compare two
representations of a Car with four Wheels. Figure 5. shows a
representation in UML, while Figure 6. shows a pure instance
of the Ecore metamodel drawn in Figure 7. The first instance
clearly carries a lot more accidental complexity because of the
underlying UML metamodel.

Figure 7. The simple Ecore metamodel backing the instances in Figure 6.

Additionally, it is undesirable that models depend
significantly on the choice of model editor. A code generator
based on a profiled UML model needs to be rewritten in case a
company later shifts to a textual model editor. By preference,
the code generator should therefore always work on pure
instances of the metamodel.
In case profiled UML is chosen for the models, it is even
worthwhile to invest on a transformation from the profiled
UML model towards a pure instance of the metamodel and
generate code from that pure instance. This return to the central
pure metamodel achieves code generator immunity for
accidental complexity introduced by model editor choices and
therefore lowers development and maintenance cost.
B. The code generation language
Code generation is a very specific task. Some languages are
dedicated to this task. A language such as Xtend [30] closely
integrates with EMF metamodels. The language understands
the metamodel and some of its constructs are specifically
intended for code generation, which considerably reduces the
effort. Moreover, Xtend is nowadays positioned as a widely
usable language, broader than code generation only.

Most companies in the industrial use case are reluctant to
adopt yet another language and prefer sticking to general
purpose languages that they already master. Typical choices are
scripting languages such as Python. These could already be
used in build systems or for other automation tasks. Their
knowledge is spread amongst the development team and
therefore they are considered as first candidates for code
generation tasks as well. While this is a valid argument for
smaller code generation efforts, for any more advanced use of
code generation the power of a dedicated code generation
language quickly outweighs the effort of learning it.
In this context, it was surprising to see that the reluctance
against adopting dedicated languages seems to be present even
with junior engineers. It became clear that mechatronics
courses, even on university level, only sparingly discuss the
power of model-based techniques and the corresponding tools.
This is clearly a missed chance to enhance the adoption of
model-based in the mechatronics industry.
Figure 5. A Car with four Wheels, represented as instance specifications of
UML classes. This demonstrates the significant amount of accidental
complexity for UML as compared to Figure 6.
The ellipsis indicates minor parts left out for clarity.

Figure 6. A Car with four Wheels, represented as a pure Eclipse Ecore
instance. To be compared with the complexity of Figure 5.

As far as UML editors are concerned, most of them don’t
allow a free choice of code generator language. Their models
are often stored in a proprietary format. Except for an export to
semi-standardized XMI, they are usually only accessible
through the product’s internal API. This forces the adoption of
their custom code generation language. While their close
integration in the tool makes these code generator languages
very effective, it is unfortunate that the skills cannot be used
anywhere outside this tool. If any other code generation task
occurs on metamodels outside this tool, yet another language
needs to be adopted.

VII. THE COST VALUE BALANCE
The bottom-line question for every machine builder is:
What can be gained by going model-based? While there are
clear advantages, there is also a cost. This section highlights the
main cost and value drivers perceived in the industrial use
cases.
A. Drivers of cost
1) Graphical tooling
With the current state of the art, the creation of a custom
graphical tool remains a significant investment. Certainly
during the metamodel analysis, the use of textual languages is
way more cost effective. Also in production, textual languages
are a useful choice, sometimes accompanied by generated
graphical visualizations. A typical developer in a machine
builder company is used to languages like C, C++ or scripting
languages like Python. For such a developer, a textual syntax
feels quite natural. This is quite different if the models would
need to be created by potentially less code-oriented people, like
system engineers.

If graphical editing is really required, the usage of a profile
in a UML tool is the only viable alternative as long as it is
backed by a formal metamodel. Some dedicated tools exist for
the development of graphical syntaxes (e.g. MetaEdit [31]).
2) Learning curve
Converting a part of a development workflow from
traditional hand coding to model-based development consists
of several parts, each of them coming with a learning curve. It
is a design goal to align the model-based tool as close as
possible with concepts known by the product developer. The
learning curve on that side is therefore limited to getting
accustomed with the new way of working. The biggest learning
curve is to be expected on the tool development side. A
traditional product developer does not necessarily master the
techniques to create a domain model, a model editor, code
generators and other transformations. Building this knowledge
and experience is a major cost driver. Although it can be eased
by attracting external experienced consultants, companies don’t
want to make their product development dependent on custom
tools that they do not master themselves.

The key objective is therefore to adopt as few new
technologies as possible. Since a full model-based chain has to
be constructed, the choice of well integrated, flexible tooling is
a must. The choice for Eclipse, Ecore, Xtext, Xtend and other
Ecore related tools has proven to provide one such ecosystem.
3) Maintenance
Closely linked to the learning curve, is keeping the
knowledge and spending the time to support evolution of the
model-based tooling. Like any part of product development, the
model-based development tools are subject to change. Looking
back at the component modeling example, one could want to
introduce a new kind of port or relationship. This involves
adjusting the metamodel, the model editor, the code generator
and any other transformations. Moreover, one has to be able to
still recreate old products, based on old versions of the tooling,
so the tooling has to be versioned alongside the product
versions. Changes in the metamodel could also require
conversion of the already created models. Such conversions

require time and the product potentially requires some retesting
afterwards.
Textual syntaxes clearly offer the lowest possible
maintenance cost, but even for these textual tools the potential
maintenance cost remains considerable.
B. Drivers of value
1) High abstraction levels
Not much can be gained if the complexity of the models
comes close to that of the corresponding generated code. The
higher the abstractions in the models, the more value they will
render. This value shows in the leverage of the code generator
(write a bit, generate a lot), but also in communication.
Although the communication benefit is difficult to quantify,
every industrial case perceived it as significant. People with
different backgrounds can discuss better on models than on the
underlying code. Coaching time for new hires is reduced, since
the relevant knowledge is not anymore in the experienced
developers’ heads only, but could be found in a formal
metamodel and corresponding tools and code generators.
2) Many developers, big scope
The effort for building a model-based tooling doesn’t scale
linearly with the amount of developers nor with the scope of the
tooling. In fact, it almost doesn’t scale with the amount of
developers at all. The required knowledge and experience can
be used for any scope. Of course it is more work to support a
bigger scope, but that is only a part of the full effort.
3) Traceability
In contrast to traditional hand coded development, models
are much easier to reference or to contain references. Given the
increasing importance of functional safety in machine building
applications and the fact that functional safety standards require
traceability, the questions is not whether to switch to modelbased development for all parts of the controller, but rather
when machine builders will have to switch.
4) Multi-platform
To a certain extent, the model can be seen as platform
independent. The code generator closes the gap between the
model and a given platform. So, if the platform architecture is
improved, updating the code generator fixes the problem for all
models, without the tedious effort of lots of manual changes.
Even more, if several platforms have to be supported in parallel:
models remain unique and switching the code generator reliably
produces output for the other platform.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS
Successful application of model-based techniques in
machine controllers is a challenge. This paper presented the
experiences from industrial use cases. Working with these
cases, no single solution was discovered that fits them all.
Several trade-offs remain to be made. The following can be
concluded:
A. Formal metamodeling is a must
All next steps benefit from a formal metamodel. Even
without the next steps, it already forces the architect to
explicitly think about the solution he’s creating and it enhances
the communication between all stakeholders.

B. Model editors are by preference textual
At the time of writing, the value for money of textual editors
is high compared to graphical ones. In case graphical is desired
and the domain does not conflict with UML, profile definition
for a UML editor can be a viable alternative. In that case, all
transformations should return to the formal metamodel before
building further on the models. Custom graphical editors are
possible if the rendered value outweighs their significant cost.
C. Integrated tooling reduces cost
The choice for a multi-purpose modeling ecosystem avoids
the cost of learning many new tools. The comfort of one open
environment reduces the cost for the tool developer. Eclipse
currently comes closest to this ideal.
D. Iterative prototyping builds confidence
During development of a metamodel, a textual editor and a
corresponding code generator allow to quickly gain feedback
from all stakeholders. Iteratively increasing the scope and
quality of each of the parts, finally leads to a solid and verified
choice of domain concepts and corresponding code generation
strategies. If finally a graphical editor would be desired, it can
be developed now with a reduced risk of expensive iterations.
E. Education plays an important role
A wide variety of machinery exists, so custom tooling will
always be a part of the machine builder’s world. Although
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